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Abstract—This paper considers a decision-feedback-equal-
izer (DFE)-based soft decision detector as an alternative for
the Bahl–Cocke–Jelinek–Raviv (BCJR) front-end for a coded
magnetic recording channel. In previous work, a bidirectional-ar-
bitrated DFE (BAD) was shown to perform in between a BCJR
detector and a minimum mean-square error DFE. We propose a
soft-output BAD (S-BAD) which takes advantage of the original
structure and is suitable for iterative decoding when used with
outer codes. We show that with a convolutional code as an outer
code, S-BAD performs close to higher complexity detectors.

Index Terms—Bidirectional-arbitrated decision feedback
equalizer (BAD), decision-feedback equalizer (DFE), magnetic
recording channels, MEEPR4, turbo equalization.

I. INTRODUCTION

T URBO equalization [3] is an effective detection technique
for encoded systems that introduce intersymbol interfer-

ence (ISI), such as magnetic recording channels. A key to the
good performance and reasonable complexity of turbo equal-
ization is the fact that the equalizer computes thea posteriori
probabilities of the transmitted symbol considering only the
channel structure, and using the decoder output asa priori
information on the transmitted symbols. This is done exactly
by the Bahl–Cocke–Jelinek–Raviv (BCJR) equalizer [1], which
is traditionally used for turbo equalization. The complexity of
the BCJR equalizer, however, increases exponentially with the
channel memory. Many practical implementations require a
reduced complexity alternative to the BCJR equalizer.

An important class of reduced-complexity alternatives to the
BCJR equalizer consists of a combination of a linear filter and an
interference canceller, see [4] and [5] and references therein. In
these structures, the received signal goes through a linear filter,
and the residual ISI of the filter output is cancelled based on
the decoder output. The linear filter may consist of an exact or
approximate minimum mean-square error (MMSE) filter [4] or
a matched filter [5].

Linear filtering, however, may not be the best ISI-mitigating
strategy. In fact, it is known that an MMSE decision-feedback
equalizer (DFE) may outperform an MMSE linear equalizer
by several decibels [6]. Recently, a bidirectional-arbitrated
DFE (BAD) [2] was proposed, and shown to outperform an
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MMSE-DFE. In this paper, we propose a soft-output BAD
(S-BAD) that produces extrinsic information and that can ben-
efit from the information provided by the outer code. It consists
of a forward and reverse MMSE-DFE, where the residual ISI
is cancelled based on the decoder and equalizer outputs. The
outputs of the DFEs are combined to form the soft outputs.
We will show that, when used in a turbo equalizer, the S-BAD
performs close to the BCJR equalizer and is comparable to
the turbo-decision-aided equalizer (DAE) proposed in [5].
However, the S-BAD is less complex than both the BCJR
equalizer and the turbo-DAE, which requires a use of BCJR
equalizer for the first iteration.

II. TURBO EQUALIZATION USING S-BAD

A. BAD

The BAD [2] uses two MMSE-DFEs to recover channel in-
puts in a forward and reverse manner as shown in Fig. 1. Given
the input , ( , ), and the channel im-
pulse response , , the received sequence
, ( , ) can be expressed as

(1)

where is an additive white noise with variance.
Consider the top MMSE-DFE which consists of two filters:

a feedforward filter , of length
, and a strictly causal feedback filter ,

of length . The coefficients are derived under the
MMSE criterion [6]. The equalizer output is

(2)

The decided channel bit at time, is obtained from
slicing . Both MMSE-DFEs are independently designed;
they differ for asymmetric channels. The lengths and
depend largely on whether the channels are minimum, mixed,
or maximum phase and on the lengths and [6]. For the
bottom MMSE-DFE, the feedforward filter and feedback
filter are designed for the time-reversed channel. Thus,
we see that the top MMSE-DFE cancels precursor ISI, while
the bottom MMSE-DFE cancels postcursor ISI.

The BAD algorithm implements forward and reverse MMSE
DFEs to obtain two channel input estimates: a forward estimate

and a reverse one . In order to compute the Euclidean
distance of the received sequence, we first obtain their estimates
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a bidirectional DFE.

based on and . The estimate of received sequencecan
be computed from

(3)

(4)

An arbitration rule then decides on each bit based on the least
Euclidean distance within the window size . It
calculates the parameter and given by

(5)

(6)

The decision is if and otherwise.

B. Extrinsic Information Calculation

An S-BAD needs to produce extrinsic information of channel
bits, which is defined as

(7)

(8)

(9)

where and are sets of codeword with bit
and 1, respectively. We simplify based on two cases.

Case 1)
Assume that and . In this

case, we can simplify (9) by considering only one
member of and one member of : respec-
tively and . Using only values inside the
arbitration window is similar to approximating the
summation in (9) with the maximum term, and yields

(10)

The expression is the same if we assume that
and . The extrinsic information,

, can therefore be computed directly from
existing parameters, and .

Case 2)
In this case, the output of the forward and reverse

MMSE-DFE belong to the same set ( or ),
so a different approach must be followed. As in [7],
we assume that .
Using the output of both equalizers, this yields

(11)

In summary,

if

otherwise.

C. Threshold Adjustment

To implement an iterative decoding process, the outer decoder
such as turbo decoder passesa priori information of channel
bit , , to the S-BAD equalizer. This information can be
used to adapt the threshold of the slicer of each bit,. Let
be nonequiprobable binary channel bits, i.e.,

, the decision rule for additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) is to decide if the received bit is greater
than , otherwise decide [6]. The threshold is
given by

(12)

For a case of equiprobable signaling, .

D. Independence Criterion

An important property to ensure iterative gain is that the ex-
trinsic information is independent of [4] or,
equivalently, in this case, and . In Section II-B, when

, we pass to the outer decoder;
it is clear that because and are both independent of

and from (2), they are independent of . In the
case when , .
After some manipulation, can be expressed as a func-
tion of two variables, i.e.,

(13)
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Fig. 2. BAD performance versus BCJR on MEEPR4 channel.

Fig. 3. Performance of SCCC withR = 8=9 and with BCJR, S-BAD, and
Turbo-DAE on MEEPR4 channel after eight iterations.

Since , i.e., for binary inputs, the term
and . Thus is

independent of and , and equivalently, .

III. PERFORMANCERESULTS

We first illustrate the performance of BAD on an uncoded
MEEPR4 channel
with i.i.d. binary channel inputs. The tap coefficients and

are selected to be 14 and 9, respectively. For simplicity,
we select . The BAD performance
compared with MMSE-DFE and BCJR equalizer is shown in
Fig. 2. An MMSE-DFE loses about 2.6 dB from the MAP
equalizer at . With BAD, however, the
loss is reduced to less than 1 dB. Thus, BAD is a potential
candidate as a hard-decision equalizer. In Fig. 3, we consider
S-BAD when used with a serially-concatenated convolutional

code (SCCC). The outer code is a rate-1/2 convolutional code
with , punctured to form a rate-8/9
code. The MEEPR4 channel is treated as an inner code. The
block size is . We define , where

, and noise variance .
Because at early iterations, thea priori information sent from
the outer decoder can be unreliable, we introduce a weight
factor on the threshold, i.e., , where
is a weight factor at iteration. In the simulation, the weight
factor is selected
empirically to provide lowest bit error rate for this channel. We
find that the gain of the forward and reverse MMSE-DFE
and center around 0.5, thus we assume them to be constant.
The system with channel BCJR is superior to Turbo-DAE and
S-BAD as shown in Fig. 3. The S-BAD performance is compa-
rable to Turbo-DAE and is able to surpass it at
by 0.1 dB. It also reduces the decoding complexity as it does
not require the use of BCJR decoder at the first iteration like
Turbo-DAE.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new soft DFE-based equalizer based on BAD
(S-BAD) has been proposed. It benefits from the better per-
formance of BAD when compared to linear equalizers and the
traditional DFE, while having low computational complexity.
When used with an outer code, iterative decoding can be ac-
complished by using the decoder output to update the threshold
of both MMSE-DFE slicers. On the MEEPR4 channel, the per-
formance of S-BAD is clearly similar to that of Turbo-DAE, and
close to that of the BCJR detector. An advantage of S-BAD is
complexity reduction because it does not require the use of the
BCJR equalizer at any iteration. Even for one iteration, S-BAD
performs better than MMSE-DFE. The S-BAD is also appli-
cable to other environments such as wireless and optical com-
munications provided that the channel coefficients are known.
In practice, the channel needs to be estimated.
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